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Learning by doing
Being polite is essential to deal with people, it involves in many things, such as
the developments of personal integrity, interpersonal relations and leader‐to‐be.
There is almost no exception that we, as a human beings, sometimes, blame others
for not being able to meet or observe our own needs, because people are imperfect
and tend to lose temple in an unexpected situations. That’s why we need to learn, to
develop and to update from making mistakes in order to become a man of humility
or even a great leader in the future.
Previously, I had a very nice colleague working together as team in German
company named “Randle Lin”. Although I was his superior in the same marketing
department, Randle occasionally offended me by using very unfriendly body
language. One day, he came to me and pointed to me saying “why you are always
stealing my sales turnover from me, every single turnover that I made to this
company is belonged to my assets and you are not deserved to my boss!”, I kept
listening to his complain until he calmed down a bit, I told Randle that “you’ll
become a number‐two person in this company in your sales capacity, but if you can
improve your temperament or at least show someone a minimum respect, that
would not only showcase your sales talent, but all your customers and superiors will
admire and appreciate your performances, what’s more, you’ll be my idol as well, I
thank you very much for all the efforts and achievement you did for me and the
company, you are such a wonderful guy!”.
After Randle listened to my words, within only 3 years, he became vice
president of a famous international cooperation, I also came to him and congratulate
him in a postcard written “you deserved it, Randle”, you reap what you sow,
congratulations.”
In addition, I would like to point out some other famous leaders in the history.
The black civil rights leader, Martin Luther King Jr., studied many of Mohandas
Gandhi’s ideas and united with many people that lead to sweeping social reforms
successfully in U.S. Mother Teresa, the Sisters of Mercy nun, dedicated to help the
poor, moved thousands of people to action with no other authority than that of his
moral conviction and strength of determination.

We don’t need to be Martin Luther King or Mother Teresa, or is it necessary to
become celebrities in the community, what we need to do is nothing but serving to
people, learning from making mistakes and grow with all our lovely enterprises,
teachers and even families by doing so, naturally, we’ll learn respect from others by
our service leadership.
Last but not least, we can only be a great coordinator if our emotion can be
well‐controlled and treat nice to every person we meet and get along with, in other
words, “Learning‐by‐doing” is the key to move towards this direction I deeply believe
that if we can do so, we’ll expect a very healthy and morality‐driven society in the
very near future.

